Analysis of Cogeneration Energy Conversion System Design in IPWR Reactor
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ABSTRACT

The acceleration of national development, especially in the industrial sector, requires an adequate national energy supply. There are various types of energy sources such as conventional energy sources, new and renewable energy sources including nuclear energy. The problem is how to utilize these energy sources into energy that is ready to be utilized. As a research and development institution in the nuclear field, BRIN has taken the initiative to contribute to the development of technology for providing electricity and other thermal energy, particularly reactor technology as a power plant and a provider of thermal energy. This research aims to analyze IPWR type SMR reactor design as a cogeneration energy conversion system. The IPWR reactor coolant as a cogeneration energy conversion system is arranged in an indirect cycle configuration or Rankine cycle. The primary cooling system and the secondary cooling system are mediated by a heat exchanger which also functions as a steam generator. The analysis was carried out by simulation using ChemCAD computer software to study the temperature characteristics and performance parameters of the IPWR as a reactor cogeneration energy conversion system. The simulation results show that the temperature of saturated steam coming out of the steam generating unit is around 505.17 K. Saturated steam is obtained in the reactor power range between 40 MWth to 100 MWth. Energy utilization factor (EUF) calculation shows that the IPWR cogeneration configuration can increase the energy utilization factor value up to 91.20%.

© 2022 Tri Dasa Mega. All rights reserved.

1. INTRODUCTION

To encourage national development, especially in the industrial sector, an adequate supply of national energy is urgently needed. Nationally, there are various energy sources, both conventional energy sources and new and renewable energy sources including nuclear energy. The problem is how to convert these energy sources into ready-to-use energy and make the most of it while maintaining the preservation of various energy sources.

One solution to preserve the diversity of energy sources is to use them together or in a hybrid energy system between nuclear energy and other renewable energy sources[1, 2]. The concept of a hybrid energy system is implemented in the design of a cogeneration energy conversion system[3].

The current development of reactor designs tends to lead to the design of the reactor systems...
which can be applied as a cogeneration system for power generation and the provision of heat energy[4–6]. Various countries have researched and developed various reactors as a future energy source used as a nuclear power plant (NPP), and as a supplier of heat energy for industry. As a research and development institution in nuclear technology, BATAN has long been concerned with the research and development of nuclear reactor systems to be applied as a primary energy supplier in Indonesia. Research and development carried out at BATAN regarding nuclear reactors system are focused on designing the cogeneration reactor system. A nuclear reactor with a cogeneration system can be used not only as a power plant. However, it can also use for the hydrogen production process, the desalination process, and others. The previous results of studies, research and developments regarding the nuclear reactor system are used to formulate a reactor system design concept that can be implemented in Indonesia.

Various types of reactors have been studied and researched to measure their chances of being implemented in Indonesia. Since 2010, BATAN has been developing a reactor system design based on a 200 MW thermal power of a High-Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor (HTGR) called RGTT200K[7]. The RGTT200K reactor system is designed in a cogeneration configuration for power generation and heat energy supply for hydrogen production.

Many aspects of the energy conversion systems have been studied and researched to support the design of the RGTT200K reactor. This study and research include; the cogeneration system in the RGTT200K energy conversion system, the effect of the mass flow rate of the coolant on the performance of the RGTT200K energy conversion system, and the application of the Brayton cycle[7] and Rankine cycle on the RGTT200K energy conversion system.

In addition to research for the development of the RGTT200K reactor design, research has also been carried out for the development of a 10 MW HTGR reactor design called the Non-Commercial Power Reactor (RDNK) or Experimental Power Reactor (RDE) [8, 9]. The RDNK reactor design development is based on building a non-commercial HTGR reactor in Serpong for experimental purposes. To support the development of the RDNK or RDE 10 MWt reactor design, various studies related to the high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) technology and systems have been carried out. Besides experimental purposes, RDNK is also designed to supply electrical energy and heat energy for hydrogen production and/or desalination of seawater. Therefore, the RDNK energy conversion system designed as an indirect cycle can be arranged in a cogeneration configuration. The RDNK reactor is designed with 10 MW thermal power, helium gas-cooled in the primary cooling cycle, and water-cooled in the secondary cooling cycle. Various studies to support the design of the 10 MWt RDNK have been carried out, including: on RDE steam generators[10, 11], also on cogeneration systems[12].

The current research is related to the study and development of small modular light water-cooled reactors (SMR) for cogeneration, specifically the integral pressurized water reactor (IPWR) type of SMR. Currently, around eleven types of IPWR type designs in the world, most of which are in the conceptual design development stage, some of which are already at the detailed design stage, some are even ready to be built[13]. Some IPWR reactor designs include; NuScale, IRIS, and mPower were designed by the US, and Korea designed SMART, and the NHR200-II was designed by China[14, 15]. The main distinguishing feature between the IPWR type SMR designs and the large reactors is implementing the integrated reactor cooling system (IRCS), and the multi-module implementation including the integrated control rod drive mechanism [13]. One of the concepts of the cogeneration energy conversion system based on IPWR is the NHR200-II. NHR (nuclear heating reactor) is an IPWR type reactor developed by the institute of nuclear and new energy technology (INET) of Tsinghua University. The NHR200-II is an IPWR reactor design with the model as a cogeneration energy conversion system for thermal energy supply and power generation[16].

This study aims to examine the characteristics of the IPWR type SMR reactor cogeneration energy conversion system. The IPWR type SMR reactor is considered to be developed to answer the challenges of energy needs in Indonesia, both electrical energy and thermal energy for industry. This research was conducted in a simulation both for the calculation of the energy utilization factor (EUF) and for calculating the characteristics of the IPWR cogeneration system. The simulation was carried out by the researcher using the ChemCAD computer program package.

2. THEORY

2.1. Reactor Cooling System of IPWR

Conceptually, one of the cooling system design models of the IPWR reactor is in a flow diagram shown in Figure 1[16]. The IPWR reactor cooling system diagram, as shown in Figure 1, also functions as an energy conversion system to supply energy to the energy user unit. The thermal energy generated from the reactor core is circulated in the primary loop and transferred to the secondary loop.
by a heat exchanger, which also functions as a steam generator. The saturated steam generated from the steam generator flows into a steam turbine, where it is converted into mechanical energy which is then used to turn an electric generator to generate electricity. The cogeneration configuration is carried out by installing a heat exchanger at the steam turbine output. From this heat exchanger, the heat energy is transferred to the heat user unit. Thus, the heat energy produced from the reactor core is not only used as a power plant but also to supply energy in the form of heat energy through a heat exchanger.

![Fig 1. Brief diagram of the NHR200-II cogeneration system[16]](image)

### 2.2. Energy Utilization Factors and Thermal Efficiency

In general power plant installations, all the heat energy generated from the reactor is used for electricity generation. Since all thermal energy is used only for power generation, the total thermal efficiency of the entire system can be calculated using equation (1) as follows[17]:

\[
\eta_t = \frac{\Sigma W_T - \Sigma W_C - \Sigma W_h}{Q_{th}} \times 100\% \hspace{1cm} \text{(1)}
\]

where \(\eta_t\) is the thermal efficiency value in energy conversion systems; \(\Sigma W_T\) is the work for all turbines (MW); \(\Sigma W_C\) is the power consumption of all compressors and/or pumps (MW); \(\Sigma W_h\) is the power consumption of all systems (MW), and \(Q_{th}\) is heat or power absorbed from the reactor (MW).

A cogeneration energy conversion system is an energy conversion system that can function as a power plant and a supplier of heat energy for industrial purposes. In the cogeneration system, the performance calculation for the energy conversion system is not only on the ability to generate electricity but also the ability to provide heat energy for industry. Thus, the performance of the cogeneration energy conversion system can be expressed by two measures, namely: artificial thermal efficiency (ATE) and energy utilization factor (EUF)[18].

The efficiency for electricity generation in a cogeneration energy conversion system is referred to as artificial thermal efficiency. Artificial thermal efficiency is defined as thermal efficiency if the heat energy generated from the reactor is only used for electricity generation. The amount of artificial thermal efficiency also includes the efficiency of the electric generator and the mechanical energy efficiency of a rotating turbine. The thermal efficiency value for electricity generation in an energy conversion system that is only a power plant will be higher than artificial thermal efficiency in a cogeneration system. The artificial thermal efficiency value results from dividing the net output power for electricity generation by the total input energy minus the heat energy output divided by the boiler efficiency as shown in equation (2) as follows[19].

\[
ATE = \frac{P_{net}}{Q_f - \frac{Q_h}{\eta_{h,ref}}} \hspace{1cm} \text{..................................(2)}
\]

where \(P_{net}\) is the unit net power output (MW); \(Q_f\) is the total fuel input energy (MW); \(Q_h\) is the unit's net heat output (MW), and where \(\eta_{h,ref}\) is the efficiency of the boiler.

In a cogeneration energy conversion system, the system performance is calculated based on the energy utilization factor (EUF) value, which includes all units that utilize thermal energy from the reactor. The EUF value is always higher than the thermal efficiency value of the energy conversion system. The higher the EUF value indicates the economic value of the cogeneration energy conversion system, which also means the more efficient use of fuel. The EUF value for the energy conversion system can be calculated using the following equation (3) [20]:

\[
EUF = \frac{P_{net} + Q_h}{Q_f} \times 100\% \hspace{1cm} \text{..........................(3)}
\]
where EUF is the value for the energy utilization factor; $P_{\text{net}}$ is the net power output from the power generating unit (MW); $Q_h$ is the net power output for the unit utilizing thermal energy (MW), and $Q_f$ is the reactor thermal power (MW).

3. METHODOLOGY

In this study, an analysis for the design of the IPWR reactor cogeneration energy conversion system with an indirect cycle configuration was carried out. The analysis is carried out by calculating the performance parameters including energy balance, power load distribution, and temperature distribution in each of the main components of the cogeneration energy conversion system and energy utilization factor (EUF).

The analysis of the design of the IPWR cogeneration energy conversion system and calculation of the performance parameters conducted by the following stages:

1. By considering various possible configurations and geometric data of the IPWR type reactor cogeneration energy conversion system, the IPWR type reactor cogeneration energy conversion system configuration was determined as shown in Figure 1.

2. Modeling of the IPWR type reactor cogeneration energy conversion system as shown in Figure 1 using the ChemCAD computer program. The results of modeling the IPWR type reactor cogeneration energy conversion system using ChemCAD are shown in Figure 2.

3. Determination of the main component parameters and a simulation of the performance calculation of the cogeneration energy conversion system are carried out. Simulations were carried out for steady conditions with the addition of thermal power gradually from 10 MWth to 100 MWth.

4. It is analyzing the simulation data and calculating the performance parameters of the indirect cycle IPWR type reactor cogeneration energy conversion system and its main components. The calculation of performance parameters focused on calculating the energy utilization factor (EUF).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, a simulation for the IPWR cogeneration energy conversion system using ChemCAD has been carried out. The simulation aims to study the characteristics of the IPWR energy conversion system by comparing the simulation results with the parameters in the literature. The IPWR cogeneration energy conversion system model made using ChemCAD is shown in Figure 2. According to the literature data, the parameters of the primary coolant mass flow rate and the primary coolant pressure and the secondary coolant mass flow rate, and the secondary coolant pressure were determined. The reactor power is increased gradually from 10 MWth to 100 MWth. The comparison of the main parameters of the 100 MWth IPWR Energy Conversion System between the simulation results and the parameters contained in the literature is shown in Table 1. The temperature characteristics of the simulation results of the cogeneration energy conversion system are shown in Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5.

![Fig 2. IPWR type reactor cogeneration energy conversion system model using ChemCAD](image)

Table 1. Comparison of the main parameters of the IPWR type reactor cogeneration energy conversion system between the simulation results and literature data [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Literature</th>
<th>Value simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactor thermal power</td>
<td>MWth</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary loop pressure</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>7.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactor core inlet temper</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>509.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactor core outlet temper</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>557.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary coolant mass flow rate</td>
<td>kg/s</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam Pressure</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary coolant mass flow rate</td>
<td>kg/s</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam generator inlet temperature</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>420.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam generator outlet temperature</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>535.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that some of the main parameters of the IPWR type reactor cogeneration energy conversion system between the simulation results
using ChemCAD and the literature data have almost the same value. Thus, the simulation of the IPWR type reactor cogeneration energy conversion system using ChemCAD is reliable.

The simulation was carried out by maintaining the mass flow rate and pressure parameters on the primary cooling and secondary cooling sides. Changes are only made to the reactor’s thermal power by adding 5 MWth of power gradually from 10 MWth to 100 MWth of reactor power. In this simulation, all-temperature changes in the primary and secondary coolants are recorded. In addition to temperature, changes in power are also observed in each of its main components.

![Fig 3. Temperature characteristics at the inlet and outlet of the reactor](image1)

![Fig 4. Temperature characteristics of the primary side Steam generator](image2)

![Fig 5. Graph of steam temperature from the steam generator unit](image3)

Figure 3 shows the characteristics of the inlet and outlet temperatures of the reactor, while Figure 4 shows the characteristics of the inlet and outlet temperatures of the steam generator on the primary side. From the two figures, it can be explained that at low reactor power, heat energy from the reactor is used to increase the temperature of the primary coolant. Stable conditions can be achieved at a reactor power of about 40 MWth, at that power the reactor output temperature is around 500 K. After a stable condition is reached, the increase in reactor power does not affect the temperature increase at the outlet side of the reactor.

Figure 5 shows a graph of the temperature characteristics at the steam generator output on the secondary cooling side. The graph in Figure 5 shows that stable conditions were reached at a reactor power of around 40 MWth. At a reactor power of less than 40 MWth, the steam coming out from the steam generating unit is still mixed with water. After the reactor power is about 40 MWth, there is no more temperature rise, the steam generated from the steam generating unit has reached the saturated steam level. With this saturated steam, the steam turbine installed in the secondary loop can work optimally. Saturated steam is obtained at reactor power between 40 MWth to 100 MWth. Using equation (2) for the configuration of the cogeneration energy conversion system as shown in Figure 2 shows that the EUF value is 91.20%.

5. CONCLUSION

This research has studied the characteristics of the cogeneration energy conversion system for the IPWR reactor. The research was conducted in a simulation using the ChemCAD computer.
program. From the simulations results, the temperature of the saturated steam coming out of the steam generating unit is 505.17 K. Saturated steam is obtained at reactor power between 40 MWth to 100 MWth. Furthermore, simulation results and calculations on the energy utilization factor (EUF) show that the IPWR cogeneration configuration can increase the value of the energy utilization factor up to 91.20%.
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